


KEY TO THE DUNGEON

1 Entrance. It is very dark (-50 Perception until lit) and damp and cold. A succesful Medium (+0) Perception 
maneuver will reveal a strange, creepy moaning sound from the dephts behind. It is only the wind blowing 
through the cracks behing Blogath's Temple's walls.

2 Dark grotto. Here two wights await hidden in the debris on the left and right side (-30 to be spotted – will 
attack with surprise and from flank/rear if someone pass between them).

3 Ceiling trap (+50 LCr) will fall down on anyone descending on the wooden staricase, crushing the 
staircase. Hard (-10) to spot the debris on the ceiling. If the staircase is not used (Hard Climb MM – or 
using a rope) then the trap will not spring.

4 Staircase to the upper complex. Nothing and no one guards this room (0% encounters)
5 Hall to burial complex. Here there are many (2d10) weapons hanging on walls, which will animate and 

attack via telekinesis thanks to Blogath's will. (+50 OB/DB, AT20, 50 hits each, immune to critical hits and 
wounds, only 5% chance/degree of normal critical to shatter instantly). The weapons will attack for 10 
rounds than drop to the ground. Weapons damaged are useless, but any other weapon dropped is still +15 
magical. There are broadswords, short swords, axes and maces (25% each). The hollow contains a magical 
enchanted suit of bronze reinforced chain mail (acts ad a Plate, +20 DB) complete with +10 helm and +10 
shield.

6 Naranatur's Grave. Here lies the blood-wight, Naranatur. He will rise in 2-20 rounds and attack the PCs. 
Naranatur can only be encountered here. The treasure chest near the grave holds jewelery for 60-6000 
(1d100*6) GP. Naranatur's magic falchion is +20 of slaying dogs & wolves.

7 Balasimur's Grave. Here lies the blood-wight, Balasimur. He will rise in 2-20 rounds and attack the PCs. 
Balasimur can only be encountered here. Inside the wight's grave lies his mortal remains along with magical 
bronze bracers which grants the wearer +15 to DB; the wight's two-handed claymore sword is a +30 magic 
has the ghost touch ability (drains 10 Co/round to all living things - RR against Channeling 10th level to 
resist; can hit incorporeal creatures but does not drain any Co).

8 Big Cave. 50% chance of encounters.
9 Elevation. A statue of the dark priestess Blogath holding a spear in one hand and a snake in another. The 

statue is very crude yet recognizable. The eyes of the statue are rare opals worth 500 GP each, and the 
bronze spear is enchanted (+20, magical). Any one stealing theese must make a RR against a 10th level 
Channeling attack or be cursed. 

10 Passage. 30% chance of encounters.
11 Cave. 50% chance of encounters, 75% if nothing encountered on (8).
12 Passage. 20% chance of encounters.
13 Dark Well. A deep well plunging to dark waters beneath. A horrible wight awaits in its depths and will be 

attracted by the light toward the mouth of the well and attack anyone in sight. Attacks with surprise (-30 
Perception to notice it approaching). The creature is completely naked and attacks with fangs and claws 
(+100MCl), but wears a magic necklace that gives the wearer a bonus of +20 to the DB and the ability to 
breathe underwater and see in the dark. Thus his effective DB is +80.

14 Labyrinthine Passage. It is extremely dark and narrow, only 1 man at a time can go through it and will be 
at a -20 all maneuvers and OBs (plus darkness penalties). Short weapons and spears might still be used 
without penalties. Here can always be encoutered two roaming whights.

15 Antechamber to Blogath's Shrine. 75% of encounters.
16 Blogath's Shrine. Here awaits Blogath the Blood-wight. Her body is only partially material and she can 

only project his will or spell-casting image out of this room through spells. She could still roam the complex 
at night but will be at half hits and normal PPs out of his burial chamber and will be definitely dead in only 
a few minutes. Inside the room she has full hits and 5x PPs.
Blogath can be slain definitively only cracking the enchanted bloodstone altar.



RANDOM ENCOUNTERS KEY (1D100)
• 1-75: Skeletons (1-10)
• 76-90: Wights (1-3 if chance of encounter > 50%; otherwise 1-5)
• 91-00: Blogath's spectre (1)

CREATURES STATS

Creature Lvl Hits AT (DB) Attacks Size Speed/MM Notes

Skeleton 3 80 Cl/6 (25) 80sp/40MBa M SL/-10 Armed with spears and bronze shields. Immune to stun results, 
pain, organ, tendon and muscle damage, bleeding. Crushing 
weapons (or two-handed swords and axes) do 2* damage. Piercing 
weapons do ½.

Wight 7 100 No/2 (75) 100we/55MBa M MD/10 Undead clansman warriors.
Use Normal Critical table with magic weapons, Large otherwise. 
Immune to stun results if not inflicted by Mithril, Holy or Slaying 
weapons.

Naranatur 20 160 No/2 (75) 130fa/130LBa L FA/20 Blood-wight Ranger.
40PPs. 1 Channeling list to 5th, 1 Channeling list to 10th, 40 base 
Ranger's to 10th. Drains 10 Co/rnd with touch. Sunlight deals 4-40 
hits/rnd. Use Large criticals. Immune to stun results if not inflicted 
by Mithril, Holy or Slaying weapons.

Balasimur 20 200 No/2 (70) 165th/150LBa L FA/20 Blood-wight Fighter.
Drains 10 Co/rnd with touch. Sunlight deals 4-40 hits/rnd. Use 
Large criticals. Immune to stun results if not inflicted by Mithril, 
Holy or Slaying weapons.

Blogath 30 220 No/2 (30) 130LBa
30 Base Spells
120 Bolt Spells

L MD/10 Blood-wight Evil Sorcerer (Animist/Mage). 
120 PPs (*5 in his Shrine – 600PPs). 5 Channeling and 5 Essence 
lists to 10th level; 4 Animist and 4 Magician Lists to 10th.
Drains 10 Co/rnd with touch. Sunlight deals 4-40 hits/rnd. Use 
Large criticals. Immune to stun results if not inflicted by Mithril, 
Holy or Slaying weapons.


